
Principal Rules Changes to the Rules of Golf for 2012-2015 
 

Old Rule New Rule 
  
Definition of Addressing the Ball: “A player has addressed the 
ball when he has taken his stance and has also grounded his 
club, except that in a hazard a player has addressed the ball 
when he has taken his stance.” 
Under the old Definition two factors had to be present for the 
player to have been considered to address the ball: (1) the 
grounding of the club and (2) the completion of the player’s 
stance. The distance from the ball when grounding the club was 
irrelevant. 

Definition of Addressing the Ball: “A player has addressed the 
ball when he has grounded his club immediately in front of or 
immediately behind that ball, whether or not he has taken his 
stance.” 
Under the new Definition, the club merely needs to be grounded 
immediately in front of or behind the ball for it to be deemed to 
be addressed. Therefore, it is now not possible to address a ball 
in a hazard without incurring a penalty. 

  
Rule 1-2: “A player or caddie must not take any action to 
influence the position or the movement of a ball except in 
accordance with the Rules.” 
This Rule was quite vague in its meaning and basically meant 
that you couldn’t deliberately stop or deflect a ball in motion. 
“Influencing the position…of a ball…” was not well-interpreted. 

Rule 1-2: “A player must not (1) take an action to influence the 
movement of a ball in play or (2) alter physical conditions with 
the intent of affecting the playing of a hole.” 
The new wording of the Rule makes it clear that if a ball is 
moving and you deliberately try to stop it or deflect it, you’re 
subject to a two-stroke penalty. It also means that you can’t 
alter the environment around you to make a shot or your stance 
easier. This Rule applies only if no other Rule applies to a given 
situation. 

  
Rule 6-3: Time of Starting 
It used to be that a player was disqualified for being late to the 
tee, but there was a Note at the end of the Rule that allowed a 
Committee to modify that penalty to two strokes if the player 
was late but within five minutes of his starting time. But a 
Committee had to publish that note in its Conditions of the 
Competition, and virtually every competition – even the USGA 
and PGA Tour – adopted that Note in its Conditions of the 
Competition.  

Rule 6-3: Time of Starting 
The Rule has changed so that the five-minute “grace period” is 
now automatic and is part of the Rule. A Committee no longer 
needs to make that stipulation.  

  
Rule 12-1: Seeing Ball: Searching for Ball 
The penalties – or lack of penalties – for moving your ball while 
searching for it were very convoluted and inconsistent. For 
example, if you accidentally moved your ball while searching for 
it among leaves in the fairway or rough, you were penalized. But 
if you moved your ball while searching for it in a hazard, you 
weren’t penalized. It was quite confusing. 

Rule 12-1: Seeing Ball: Searching for Ball 
The Rule has now been streamlined and much more consistent. 
If you move your ball while searching for it among leaves or 
other loose impediments anywhere on the course, you are 
penalized one stroke and must replace the ball. But if the ball is 
buried in sand anywhere on the course and you accidentally 
move it while searching for it, there is no penalty and the ball 
must be replaced.  (Note that these Rules only apply when 
you’re actually in the process of searching or probing for the ball 
with your hand or a club. You’re always penalized if you move 
your ball if you, for example, accidentally kick it.) 

  
Rule 13-2: Improving Lie, Area of Intended Stance or Swing, or 
Line of Play 
This was a very black-and-white Rule. While the area of your 
intended stance or lie of ball is pretty clear-cut, improving the 
area of your area of intended swing or line of play was a more 
vague concept, but was penalized uniformly nevertheless. 

Rule 13-2: Improving Lie, Area of Intended Stance or Swing, or 
Line of Play 
While the text of the Rule hasn’t changed, its interpretation has 
been liberalized, especially in improving the line of play or area 
of intended swing. Thus, for example, if you have a 150-yard 
shot with a 7-iron, and you press down an undetached divot 15 
feet in front of the ball on your line of play, an official could Rule 
that pressing down on that divot could in no way positively 
influence a 7-iron from 150 yards. However, coaches and players 
must be careful not to take unfair advantage of this 



interpretation, in that even the slightest doubt as to whether the 
player gained an advantage must be resolved against the player. 

Rule 13-4: Ball in Hazard, Prohibited Actions 
Under the old Rules, it was uniformly prohibited to rake a 
bunker prior to the player making a stroke if the player’s ball was 
in the same bunker. 

Rule 13-4: Ball in Hazard, Prohibited Actions 
There is now an Exception to the Rule which allows a player, 
while his ball is in the bunker and prior to making his stroke, to 
rake or smooth sand for the purpose of tidying up the course or 
to save time. However, this raking may not improve the player’s 
line of play, lie of ball, or area of his intended stance or swing. 
Again, as in above, care must be taken that the player doesn’t 
create any doubt as to his reasons for raking the bunker. 
 

Rule 14-3: Artificial Devices, Unusual Equipment and Unusual 
Use of Equipment 
In a nutshell, anything artificial used or unusual equipment so 
used that it will assist the player in making his stroke or his play, 
that might gauge or measure distance or other factors or might 
help the player grip the club (except for gloves, resin, etc.) is 
prohibited under penalty of disqualification. 

Rule 14-3: Artificial Devices, Unusual Equipment and Unusual 
Use of Equipment 
Decision 14-3/17 is of particular interest to high school students, 
in that it is now a violation subject to disqualification if a player 
listens to headphones while playing a competitive round. The 
reasoning is that a player may use music or similar audio input 
for the purpose of shutting out outside distractions or perhaps 
to relax. However, momentarily using headphones to gather 
quick information, such as a sports broadcast between holes, is 
not a violation. 

  
Rule 16-1b: Lifting and Cleaning Ball: “A ball on the putting 
green may be lifted and, if desired, cleaned. The position of the 
ball must be marked before it is lifted, and the ball must be 
replaced.” 
This is an age-old Rule that all golfers routinely take advantage 
of. 

Rule 16-1b: Lifting and Cleaning Ball: “A ball on the putting 
green may be lifted and, if desired, cleaned. The position of the 
ball must be marked before it is lifted, and the ball must be 
replaced. When another ball is in motion a ball that might 
influence the movement of the ball in motion must not be 
lifted.” 
The permission to lift, mark and clean your ball on the green is 
still intact, except that now you can’t do it if another ball is in 
motion and might hit your ball.  

  
Rule 18-2b: Ball Moving After Address 
If a ball moved after it was addressed under the old Definition of 
“Addressing the Ball”, the player was always penalized one 
stroke, even if he did nothing to cause the ball to move. 

Rule 18-2b: Ball Moving After Address 
The Rule has remained intact, but the Definition of Addressing 
the Ball has changed (see above) and therefore the player’s club 
needs to be very near the ball in its address position for a 
penalty to be incurred if the ball then moves. Also, if an outside 
agency or wind causes the ball to move after address and it is 
known or virtually certain that the player did not cause the ball 
to move in this circumstance, the player incurs no penalty. 
However, in the absence of the ball being moved by wind or an 
outside agency, the player is still subject to penalty if the ball 
moves after address. 

  
Rule 20-7: Playing from a Wrong Place 
It has always been a two-stroke penalty for playing from a wrong 
place. In addition, in previous years, it was also an additional 
penalty for substituting a ball and yet another penalty for 
dropping the ball in an improper manner (other than standing 
erect, arm’s length and shoulder height). 

Rule 20-7: Playing from a Wrong Place 
This Rule has been gradually amalgamated into a lesser penalty. 
Now, under the most current Rules, if a player plays from a 
wrong place, substitutes a ball and drops in an improper 
manner, he will receive only a total penalty of two strokes. The 
same applies for any combination of those three violations. 

  
If you have any questions regarding these Rules changes or any other Rules of Golf question, please contact Andy Barnes at 
abarnes@wiaa.com, Mike Peluso at mikepeluso@comcast.net or Paul Lucien at paulgolf72@msn.com. 
 
If you have an interest in having a qualified Rules of Golf offficial visit your team and provide basic Rules education you may 
contact Paul Lucien (see above) or call on 253.653.4482.  They will provide written materials, rules books. 
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